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CONGRATULATIONS 

                            on a job well done!

Winter Olympics Are Comming Up....

  EVENTS

The excitement of the Olympics 
never gets old; not for the athletes, 
fans or spectators.  It seems like 
only yesterday we witnessed the 
unforgettable opening ceremonies, 
followed by 16 thrilling days of 
competition at the Summer Olym-
pic Games in Beijing.   Today, this 
event is the latest chapter in Olym-
pics history.  Now, we are looking 
forward with anticipation to the 
2010 Winter Games in Canada.  

As a journalist, an artist, or both; 
write, create, photograph and show 
teenagers from around the world 
your interpretation of what the 
Olympics are all about.

The 21st Winter Olympics, will be 
held on February 12–28, 2010, in 
Vancouver, British Columbia, Can-
ada.   The 2010 Winter Olympics 
will be the third Olympics hosted 
by Canada, and the first by the prov-
ince of British Columbia.

The opening and closing ceremonies 
will be held at BC Place Stadium, 
which received over $150 million in 
major renovations.  
The Olympic Torch Relay started its 
Canada journey from the British Co-
lumbia capital of Victoria.  The torch 
will travel approximately 45,000 ki-
lometers over 106 days, making it the 
longest relay route within one country 
in Olympic history.



Announcements

We are in the early planning stages for Mark Twain 
International Young Journalist Awards cer-
emony, which is scheduled for Spring 2011.
All [T2T] contributors for 2009-2010 are eligible for 
nominations.  The winners will be chosen by a panel 
of judges based on the following categories:

      Fiction
 Comedy, Mystery, Drama, Science Fiction
      Non-Fiction
 Documentary, Biography
      Articles
      Interviews
      Poetry
      Photography
      Art
     Comic Strips
     Informational Material 
          researched and selected for publishing
 
*** Other categories may be added

A diverse panel of judges from around the world, with 
different backgrounds and expertise, will be selected 
for each category published in [T2T].  

The Judging Panel will evaluate submitted material 
according to the following criteria:

        Creativity
 Originality
     Journalistic style and quality
          Ability to catch the reader’s attention

More information on judges and the judging process 
will be published in the next few issues.

Mark Twain’s Career in Journalism

Mark Twain (Samuel Clemens) first discovered his 
literary talents through an apprenticeship with Joseph 
Ament, publisher of the Missouri Courier.  

By the age of 16 he had contributed his first published 
sketches for his brother Orion’s Hannibal Western 
Union.   For Twain, a career in journalism was more 
than natural.  Bound by train, he left Hannibal for New 
York.  Shortly after, he found himself in Philadelphia, 
working in the publishing and journalism fields. 

In 1862, he began working as a reporter for the Virginia 
City Territorial Enterprise in Nevada. It was in 1863 
that Samuel Clemens began using the pen name Mark 
Twain.  The name was a phrase used on the steamboats 
of the Mississippi River which meant “two fathoms 
deep.” From Nevada, Clemens moved on to San Fran-
cisco, California, where he wrote for San Francisco and 
Sacramento Union newspapers.  

Mark Twain’s career in journalism played an important 
role in his development as a writer.
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Tips on Writing is so obscene that obscenities don’t have to underscore 
it.
Even when writing the dialogue of profane characters, 
less is more. Power comes from words in a situation of 
turmoil – words arising out of sadness, frustration, or 
rage. Is any obscenity stronger than “I hate you”?

Do you have a perspective on your life, some distance 
to judge it by? Probably not. But writing is the begin-
ning of that perspective, a gift in itself. To find it, you 
don’t have to write a whole novel or even fiction. Just 
pick a theme or subject you feel strongly about, and use 
that as the takeoff point for every jive and loopy feeling 
you want to express, every event or relationship you 
want to relate – all in your own most energetic, enter-
taining language.  

Of course, you can be inspired by anything you read: 
engaging young adult fiction, smart blogging, hip re-
views, and even advertising copy. However, your own 
ideas and emotions may be the strongest inspiration of 
all.

Language matters. It will matter as long as people use 
words to symbolize everything that moves them. As a 
writer, you’ll soar above the crowd or be lost in it de-
pending on the power and inventiveness of your lan-
guage.  

Words must be your hobby. Not so much fancy words, 
but crisp, surprising words, funky words, slang, and 
words borrowed from various subcultures, special 
fields, and world languages. When you come upon ex-
pressive words or words used in a new way, note them 
in your journal. Use them as soon as you can. And stop 
using them when everyone else has worn them out.

Find fresh new words and figures of speech that make 
writing distinctive, stimulating, and scorching.

(A note on figures of speech: Literary devices honed 
in middle school – metaphors, alliteration, similes, and 
personification – are effective. But your teen can take 
stabs at other techniques:

Oxymorons: Pair words to create contradictory (yet de-
lightful) phrases, such as “quietly obnoxious” or “aging 
yuppie”

Neologisms: Invent terms or phrases to fuse pre-exist-
ing concepts by combining parts of words, like “can-
cakes,” which describes the organic pancake batter now 
sold in aerosol cans, or “slackademic,” which refers to 
a student prolonging school to avoid adulthood.

Synecdoche: Use a part of something to refer to the 
whole thing, or the material of an object to refer to the 
object itself – use “my friend’s flashy silver rims” in 
lieu of “my friend’s new car,” for example, or “plastic” 
for credit card).

Swearing and obscenities may be all around us, but it 
doesn’t have to be mimicked bleep by bleep when writ-
ing emphatically and realistically. The more sparingly 
that shocking words are used, the more shock value 
they have.  For example, such words rarely appear in 
The Road, Cormac McCarthy’s recent novel about the 
end of the world.   In his pages, the world’s destruction 

Further reading: Arthur Plotnik “Spunk and Bite”

   STEPS TO FOLLOW FOR WRITING AN ARTICLE:

 1.	 Choose	a	topic

	 2.	 Find	information

	 3.	 Make	an	outline

	 4.	 Organize	your	notes

	 5.	 Write	your	first	draft

	 6.	 Revise	your	outline	and	draft

	 7.	 Type	final	paper



[T2T] NEEDS TEEN WRITERS

If you wrote a short story, then send it to [T2T] for 
publishing.    If you would like to write a story, but 
having a writer’s block, well, you’re not alone.

Ideas can come easily to writers and sometimes not at 
all. When faced with writer’s block, the best way to 
jog ideas is to brainstorm. There are various ways to 
brainstorm short story ideas, but the best will not only 
spark the imagination but lead to ways in which a 
story can take shape by developing character and plot. 
The process in brainstorming ideas can come from 
something as simple as a word or a sentence.  

Another way to brainstorm for short stories is to use 
photographs or art. Look at any photograph, whether 
it is taken from a magazine or a photo album, and be-
gin writing about what is in the picture and the ideas 
it generates. 

                        DO NOT FORGET TO:

Read… Read… and Read: Read, and read more, 
and then read a little more. Reading good short stories 
written by the masters of story telling is one of the 
best ways to learn how to write a short story. Apart 
from choosing authors you enjoy reading, make 
certain to read some of the classics. But don’t just 
read the stories blindly. Pay keen attention to how the 
characters are developed, how dialogue is written, and 
how the plots are structured. Read Anton Chekhov, 
Tobias Wolff, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Edgar Allan Poe, 
Alice Munro, Raymond Carver… to name just a few.

Get to work.   [T2T] readers are waiting 

[T2T] Readers, Writers and Artists,

Send us your questions, comments, suggestions for subjects you want to read about in 
[T2T] magazine.

www.mtasa-us.org/t2t • email:t2t@mtasa-us.org • (310) 406-6404
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talented teens photographers to 
get published in international teen 
magazine. 
 

Submit your work
www.mtasa-us.org/t2t

[T2T]

WANTS

COMIC CREATORS WANTED
for Teen-2-Teen Magazine

Make your point or tell a story thru 
words and illustrations

Submit your work
www.mtasa-us.org/t2t

TEEN MAGAZINE 
CALLS FOR ARTISTS

Talented artists 
are needed to 
publish their work 
and bring the 
power of  art to in-
spire others.  

    visit us at www.mtasa-us.org/t2t


